DAN LANDRY D.D. DENTURE CLINIC
Increasing Your Confidence and Quality of Life with Implant Supported Dentures
Are you ready to take a bite out of life? Be healthy? Eat the foods
you crave? Look years younger? Get compliments on your amazing
smile?
Having the right dentures can do all of this for you. At the Dan
Landry Denture Clinic, denturist Dan Landry and his team work
to create the perfect fit and look. What does this involve? It requires
an accurate print of your teeth or gums and a skilled hand to fabricate dentures providing the best alignment and natural appearance.
“A denture that moves around in your mouth doesn’t allow you
to talk properly and certainly limits what you can eat,” says Dan.
“With implants, your denture will remain in place when you’re
speaking and chewing your food.”
The implants are surgically placed in the upper or lower jaw and
normally integrate with the bone after two to three months. “Once
your gums are healed and the denture is secured to the implants,
your quality of life improves,” Dan assures. Patients with implant
supported dentures enjoy a wider variety of foods to eat which, in
turn, leads to healthier diets and greater choice at restaurants. Feeling more confident and content, patients find themselves smiling
frequently with their beautiful new teeth!
Different levels of comfort are possible with implants. Two implants on the lower jaw improves chewing significantly, close to
60% compared to conventional dentures. Three implants achieve
70% and four or more 80 to 90%. “For the upper jaw, you need a
minimum of four implants, depending on the quantity and quality
of the bone; anything less can lead to failure of the implants,” Dan
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explains. “With an upper implant supported denture, you can usually remove a portion of the denture palate, heightening your ability
to taste food.”
“In the last 40 years, our office has seen many different kinds of
implant systems; they all worked to a degree and helped to keep the
dentures in place, some better than others,” Dan reflects. “I was fortunate to work alongside my father in law, John Gecelovsky, the first
licensed denturist in Essex County. He passed on his knowledge of
different systems and made me a better technician and denturist.”
“Technology improves all the time and we are dedicated to providing the latest implant system for our patients’ benefit. Whether
you want a denture that is supported by removable or fixed implants, we guarantee you will love your new teeth!”
After patients wear dentures for a few years and then decide to
get implant dentures, their most common remark is: “Why did I
wait this long to get my new teeth? I feel terrific!”
With offices in Windsor, Belle River and Essex, the Dan Landry
Denture Clinic collaborates with dentists at all three sites for patients’ optimal oral health. Valuing long lasting patient relationships
as far back as the 1970s, Dan notes, “some patients are now on their
third or fourth set of teeth. It’s a great feeling when your patients
return year after year. It’s an indication of mutual trust and respect.”
Taking the first step toward changing your life with implant supported dentures is simple. “Come in for a FREE consultation and
ask all the questions you want,” Dan invites. “Together, we will
make an informed decision that is right for you.”
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